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Comer: Treasury Department Caves, Provides 
Access to Biden Family & Their Associates’ 
SARs 

WASHINGTON—House Committee on Oversight and Accountability Chairman 

James Comer (R-Ky.) today issued the following statement after the U.S. 

Department of the Treasury finally is providing the committee in camera review of 

the suspicious activity reports generated by the Biden family and their associates’ 
unusual foreign or high-dollar transactions: 

“After two months of dragging their feet, the Treasury Department is finally providing us 

with access to the suspicious activity reports for the Biden family and their associates’ 
business transactions. It should never have taken us threatening to hold a hearing and 

conduct a transcribed interview with an official under the penalty of perjury for Treasury 

to finally accommodate part of our request. For over 20 years, Congress had access to 

these reports but the Biden Administration changed the rules out of the blue to restrict 

our ability to conduct oversight. 

“According to bank documents we’ve already obtained, we know one company owned by 
a Biden associate received a $3 million dollar wire from a Chinese energy company two 

months after Joe Biden left the vice presidency. Soon after, hundreds of thousands of 

dollars in payouts went to members of the Biden family. We are going to continue to use 

bank documents and suspicious activity reports to follow the money trail to determine 

the extent of the Biden family’s business schemes, if Joe Biden is compromised by these 

deals, and if there is a national security threat. If Treasury tries to stonewall our 

investigation again, we will continue to use tools at our disposal to compel compliance.” 

On January 11, 2023, Chairman Comer wrote to Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen for 

information about the Biden family and their associates’ suspicious business 
transactions flagged by U.S. banks. On February 24, 2023, Chairman Comer sent a 

letter to the Treasury Department outlining its lack of accommodations. On March 

7, 2023, Chairman Comer called on a Treasury Department official to appear for a 

transcribed interview to explain why the Treasury Department has not provided the 
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requested information. Now that the Treasury Department is providing in 

camera access to the suspicious activity reports, the Oversight Committee’s 
transcribed interview with Jonathan Davidson, Assistant Secretary for Legislative 

Affairs, is postponed. 

Read More: 

Comer Announces New Actions in Biden Family Investigation 

Comer Demands Transcribed Interview with Treasury Department Official 

Biden Family Investigation 
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The above is part of a report entitled “Misdirection and Deception? Biden Silent on Trump Indictment, 

as Biden Fam Criminal Evidence Mounts, Trumps Rail Against Charges–Risky Era U.S. Legal System-Facts 

+ Analysis; plus MHVille Stocks” on MHProNews.  
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